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We propose you to discover basic exercises so that you can get familiar 
with the use of your Waff® Mini. The use of the Waff® Mini is under your full
responsability and your risks and dangers.  
  

Some exercises may be considered as a starting point or an objective to 
reach whether you’re just starting a fitness routine or already have a workout 
regimen and also depending on your fitness level. You can take the Waff® 

Mini anywhere as it is light, and not cumbersome.
We are delighted to share with you these moments that will allow you to 
reach smoothly and in depth a better balance, a greater vitality or stamina 
and an increased muscle tonicity.

W a r n i n g

The Waff® Mini involves the muscle chain optimally and safely, without 
constraint or tension. “Stability and Mobility” seems to be the right 
expression to describe the controlled micro-imbalance that over-prompts 
the deep muscles (posture) as well as the superficial muscles (gesture). The 
Waff® Mini develops to vigilance awareness and reflex training.

The exercise duration is short for a better insight and efficiency, with sensations 
felt from the very beginning. You do shorter and more efficient exercises at 
your pace, which makes you progress to the fitness level you wish. 

We suggest you to combine various exercises according to the time you can 
dedicate to the workout or the effects you expect. You can combine your 
own workout routines.

Breathe in and out, give rhythm to your motions and positions in pace with 
your breath by holding your stomach in. Breathe in through the nose and 
breathe out through the mouth. Don’t try to blow up your chest. Listen to 
your body and drink water regularly.

Dedicate some time to warm up and be vigilant before the practice session as 
well as to cool down afterwards (muscle stretching and relaxation). Relaxation 
is a preventive measure against stress but also a component of fitness and 
health.

Physical coaches, physical therapists, fitness teachers and trainers can help 
you diagnose your physical condition, identify your needs and plan your 
workout progress. The Waff® Mini is the key to prevention, “re-athletization”, 
return to sport after injury, balance improvement, muscle development, 
psychomotor image, coordination and much more.

Waff® 

Sport . Health . Well-Being
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Recommendations

I n f l a t i o n
The Waff® Mini can be inflated with any air pump as it is equipped with 
universal valves. However you can easily use your mouth to inflate it. Pinch 
the valve strongly and blow in it several times. 
The Waff® Mini must not be fully inflated. The outer part (main chamber) must 
be supple and the size of our Waff® logo is calculated so that you should
be able to grasp between your thumbs and index, it firmly with a single hand.  

This means that the logo should disappear between your 
thumb and your forefinger if the Waff® is inflated properly. 
You can definitely increase or decrease the pressure level 
according to the impact expected (difficulty, progression) 
or your pathology.

To deflate it you simply have to sit on it and pinch the valve.

Use

You will discover various positions.
Everybody has his/her own favorite or ideal body position in which he/she 
simply feels comfortable. This is in this ideal position that your sensations are 
optimized. For example while sitting you can rest either on your ischium or 
on your sacrum. Only you can determine your ideal position and then use the 
Waff® accordingly.
 
The standing position demands careful attention : 
You need to make your Waff® Mini self-adhere to the floor by pressing the 
center part with your toe. The Waff® Mini self-adheres on any smooth surface 
(tiled floor, wooden floor, mat, very short carpet, linoleum, etc…). It can also 
be used outside on grass, sand, clay, dirt, etc…
For a better sense perception we recommend you to do your exercises 
barefoot. But you can definitely do the exercises with flat shoes according to 
your objectives or activities.

Tips

To become familiar with the Waff® Mini we recommend you to place it in a 
room where you go everyday and repeatedly. If it is in a room such as the 
bathroom, don’t change your habits, don’t spend more time in there. Just 
stand on it while you brush your teeth, while you dry or brush your hair, while 
you get dressed etc…

The Waff® Mini is suitable for any static sitting or standing position.
All these daily gesture habits take on a new dimension and you will rapidly 
feel the benefits : 

Tonicity, balance, reflex, vitality and stamina.
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We advise you to take into consideration the following recommendations.
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According
to your level

5 to 20 times

1 2

Discovery, making the Waff® one’s own (ankle/foot)
Focus your attention on a visual reference mark in front of you. 
One foot flat on the floor and one in the center with the knee slightly bent.                                                       
Keep hips horizontally, press progressively the foot on the Waff® 
and then decrease the pressure. Repeat the exercise by increasing 
the pressure and the pace. Switch legs.
Work of plantar mobility: Claw the Waff® with the toes and then relax.
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According
to your level

5 to 20 times
3 4

Discovery, making the Waff® one’s own (ankle/foot)
Move your foot back and forth (flexion/extension of the ankle).
Lateral movements.

Break up
  the ankle 
movement

 Quicken,
   the pace
  to progress 
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According
to your level

5 to 20 times

According
to your level

5 to 20 times

5

6

Discovery, becoming familiar, progression
Repeat exercise 1 on tiptoe of the foot on the floor and with stretched knees.
Shift your body weight from the right to the left. 
The pace of the movement is slow at beginning 
and quickens progressively.
(Slightly raise your foot off the floor) 

Discovery, becoming familiar, progression
One foot is flat on the floor while the forepart of the other 
is resting on the Waff® and its heel is on the floor. 
Switch legs. 

   Starting 
    position 
  with one 
       foot flat
   on the floor

  Focus 
on your foot  
         to take
    position

Focus 
   your attention
    on a mark
 in front of you
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According
to your level

5 to 20 times

According
to your level

5 to 20 times

According
to your level

5 to 20 times

7

8

9

Foot support with one leg slightly forward
One foot is flat on the floor while the other on the Waff®.
Switch legs, change the support area and change the pressure level.
Bring your leg further forward to progress.

Forward step, movement break up
Focus on the horizon. Keep one foot behind on the floor 
and the other on the Waff®. 
Walking motion with arm-crossing. 
Back and forth movement. Switch legs.

Balance work on both feet with arms wide apart and horizontal   
Focus your attention on a visual reference mark in front of you.
Try with other visual reference marks without moving the head.
Move only your eyes (Up, down, to the right, to the left).
Hold the position with shoulders released while breathing.
Do the exercise alternatively with bent knees and stretched knees.
Try with the eyes shut.

Straighten       
    your back
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According
to your level
5 to 20 seconds

According
to your level

3 to 15 times

According
to your level
5 to 10 seconds

Balance work on both feet 
Focus your attention on a visual reference mark in front of you.
Try with other visual reference marks without moving the head :
Move only your eyes (Up, down, to the right, to the left).
Hold the position with shoulders released while breathing.
Static work alternating bent knees and stretched knees. 
Increase the flexion to progress. Dynamic work of slow flexion/extension movements. 
Make the pace quicker.Try with the eyes shut.

Balance work with movement of the hips in ante/retro version
Position your feet together on the Waff® and focus your attention on a mark. 
Slow back and forth movement of the hips. 
Make the pace quicker. Abdominal breathing.

Balance work with feet together and hands up
Hold positions while breathing out and holding your stomach.
Straighten up, push the ceiling with your hands and bend your knees.
Try with the eyes shut

10

11

12

  Try
  with
 the eyes
       shut

 Extend 
   your 
     chest



According
to your level

3 to 10 times

According
to your level

3 to 10 times

13

14

Balance work with feet together and hands behind the head
without pulling on the neck 
Do the exercise alternatively with bent knees and stretched knees.
Extend your chest while holding your stomach.
Try with the eyes shut

Balance work with feet together and cervical spine mobility
Do the exercise alternatively with bent knees and stretched knees. 
Move both head and eyes from the left to the right.
Move slowly and then quickly.
Try with the eyes shut
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According
to your level

3 to 10 times15

Balance work with feet together and eye movements
Do the exercise alternatively with bent knees and stretched knees. 
Don’t move the head and look up, down, to the right, to the left. 
Make variations with arms wide apart, to the side and finally fingers 
behind the ears. Breathe in and out while holding your stomach. 
Modulate the speed of the eye movements. Try with the eyes shut.
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According
to your level

3 to 10 times16

Semi and quarter squat
Focus your attention on a mark and make variations to progress:
Arms wide apart and hands on the lower part of the back,
arms extended backward, arms up and forward.
Don’t move the head and straighten up.

Focus 
   your attention
    on a mark
 in front of you
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According
to your level

5 to 20 times
in each direction

According
to your level

5 to 20 times
in each direction

According
to your level

5 to 20 times

17

18

19

Rotating work with feet and knees respectively together
The knees are bent according to your level.
Raise the upper part of the body and the horizontal shoulders are aligned 
with the hips. Do small regular circles with your knees. Alternate directions. 
Make the movement slow and controlled.
Change the magnitude and pace of the movement to progress.

Rotating work with feet and knees respectively together and arms wide apart
The knees are bent according to your level.
Keep the upper part of the body fixed and the arms horizontal 
while dissociating the hips. Do small regular circles with your knees. 
Alternate directions. Make the movement slow and controlled.
Change the magnitude and pace of the movement to progress.

Walking in place 
Focus your attention on a mark in front of you.
Make the movement slow. Return to the starting position and restart 
or hold position towards the same side and then the opposite side. 
Change the knee flexion magnitude and pace to progress.
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According
to your level
3 to 30 seconds20

Balance work on one foot
Stabilization and muscle strengthening of the supporting leg. 
Predominance of the quadriceps.
Hold positions. Lean backward the upper body to progress. 
Don’t hold your breath, breathe deeply. Switch feet.

  Don’t hold 
your breathe...
   Breathe
      deeply 

  Hold position,
      as much as
        you can
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According
to your level

3 to 20 times

According
to your level
3 to 10 seconds

21

22

Rotating balance work on one foot
Stabilization and muscle strengthening of the supporting leg. 
Do ½ to ¾ circles with your knees according to your level.
Simultaneously do flexion/extension movements of the supporting leg 
to increase the difficulty and progress. 
Don’t hold your breath, breathe deeply. Switch feet.

Psychomotor image test to identify your best position 
Reach your balance point and identify rapidly your best position.
Sit down with bent knees, slightly apart depending on how you feel comfortable. 
Release your shoulders, straighten up and start with fingers resting on the floor.
Hold the position of the back and extend your legs keeping your knees together.
Flex your toes to the ceiling.
Abdominal breathing. 
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According
to your level

10 to 30 seconds

According
to your level

10 to 30 seconds

23

24

Head and neck mobility and stretching work
Your eyes follow your head rotation.  
Make the movement very slow and controlled 
so that your can get a better insight. 
Maintain position. 
Breathe while holding your stomach.

Neck and shoulder lateral muscle stretching work
Move one arm apart and then put it behind your back. Your legs are either 
stretched or bent. To move your arm further apart while your fingers keep contact 
with the floor, bend your head in the opposite direction. 
Make the movement very slow and controlled so that you can get a better insight.
Maintain position. Switch legs.

Keep 
  concentrating 
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According
to your level

5 to 20 times25

Shoulder mobility work and chest opening with bent knees
Focus on the horizon. Make circular movements with both arms simultaneously.
Start swinging your arms backward to open your chest without arching your back. 
Switch directions. Make the movement slow and controlled
so that your can get a better insight. 
Don’t force the amplitudes.
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According
to your level

5 to 20 times26

Shoulder mobility work and chest opening with extended legs
Focus on the horizon. Make circular movements with both arms simultaneously.
Start swinging your arms backward to open your chest
without arching your back. Switch direction.
Make the movement slow and controlled so that your can get a better insight. 
Don’t force the amplitudes.

According
to your level

5 to 20 times27

Sitting position with one’s weight on one side 
and hemi-hip mobility work 
Reach your balance point with your fingers on each side. 
The shoulders are stable. 
The bent knees swing as a pendulum from left to right.

  The goal is  
   your hips 

     flexibility
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According
to your level

3 to 10 times28

Mobility work of the hips in ante/retro version
Sitting position on the ischium with bent knees slightly apart.
Use your hands as a support to move the hips back and forth and inversely.
Make the movement slow and controlled so that your can get a better insight. 
Make the pace quicker. Don’t force the amplitudes.

According
to your level

5 to 20 times29

Paddle work with feet resting one the floor 
and then with raised feet
Work of oblique abdominals through the shoulder rotation.
Straighten up and make the movement controlled.
Move both head and eyes with the shoulder rotation.
Breathe each time the movement ends.

Paddle
    as long as
         you can
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According
to your level

5 to 20 times30

Rower work with feet resting one the floor and then with raised feet
Release your shoulders, stay straight and maintain your arms 
horizontally in front of you. Extend your legs and lean your back slightly backward.
Make the movement controlled so that your can get a better insight. 
Make the pace quicker. Don’t force the amplitudes.
If it is too difficult lower your feet to the floor.

According
to your level

5 to 20 times31

Work of abdominals and posture examples
Breathe and hold your stomach as you work the abdominals.
Make the movement controlled so that your can get a better insight. 
Make the pace quicker. Don’t force the amplitudes. 
Make the movement flow.

   Row 
  as much as 
     you can   
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According
to your level

5 to 20 times32

Quadratus lumborum muscle and oblique abdominal strengthening
Raise slightly the forearm and hold the position while breathing. Release.
Raise both hands to make the exercise more difficult.
Slightly raise your feet off the floor while breathing, Release.
Raise feet and hands without holding your breath in order to progress.
Keep the body extension.

According
to your level

3 to 10 times33

Gluteus medius work 
Lateral support on the hips with foot, hands and forearm on the floor.
Simulated running movement. 
Break up the movement and breathe normally.
Switch sides.

According
to your level

10 to 30 times34

Adductor, quadratus lumborum muscle and oblique abdominal work
Lateral support on the hips with foot, hands and forearm on the floor.
Raise the upper leg and keep it straight. Bring your hand to your foot.
Hold the position without holding your breath.
Lower your leg as well as your hand and raise your forearm off the floor.
Switch sides

  Keep 
   concentrating...

    You can hold
   your breath             
          to hold
    position 3
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According
to your level
3 to 10 seconds35

Work of the posterior muscular chain
Try to stretch from head to feet. Adopt sky diver postures.
Avoid holding your breath. 
An arm or a leg resting on the floor can help you.

According
to your level
3 to 30 seconds36

Balance and muscle toning work                                                          
Rest on your knees with both feet on the floor and then raise them off the floor.
Align your hips and knees, release your shoulders and straighten up.
Several postures are possible: straight, slightly forward or slightly backward.
Swing your arms across the body as when running. 
Move slowly, then quickly.
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According
to your level
3 to 10 seconds37

Neck posterior muscle mobility and strengthening work
The progression involves posture searches.
Make the movement controlled 
so that your can get a better insight.
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According
to your level

5 to 10 times

According
to your level
3 to 10 seconds

38

39

Sensation work while resting on the dorsal lombar region
Sit back on the dorsal lombar region while the buttocks are on the floor.
Hold your knees to your chest, straighten the upper part of the body 
and your head. Make the movement controlled 
so that your can get a better insight.

Balance search
Sit back on the dorsal lombar region.
Clasp your hands under your knees. Tell your child to do what you do.
Rock on your back. Clasp your hands under your knees and rock on your back.
Try to relax the spine posterior muscles.

Keep
 concentrating

You can combine 
the exercises on 2 Waff® Mini, 
Here are some examples...

You could also 

walk and move 
on several Waff® Minis
from 6 to 12.
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40

Work of holding the pressure
Place the Waff® Mini between your legs or your arms.
Hold positions a few seconds while holding your stomach.
Don’t forget to breathe as you exert the pressure.

41

Work of supports in situations
This concerns sport disciplines such as golf, badminton, tennis, 
archery, basketball, fencing, rugby, 
football, soccer or martial arts.



42

Muscle strengthening work
This concerns sport disciplines such as golf, badminton, tennis, 
archery, basketball, fencing, rugby, football,
soccer or martial arts.
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A Waff® is very fun and in the heart of play activities. 
It contributes to the early learning and motor development of children. 
Here are some unposed images of a 3 years old child 
under the surveillance of his parents.
Keep Waff !
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Childhood


